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Bidder allowed to correct error after opening of
bids even though corrected bid became lowest bid and
displaced another bid which had been low since mistake
and intended bid price were ascertainable from invita-
tion and bid itself.

By letter dated October 18, 1977, the General Counsel, General
Services Administration (GSA), requested an advance decision from
our Office in connection with GSA's recommendation that Parboil
Company of Baltimore, Maryland (Farboil), be allowed to correct
an alleged mistake in item 11a of its bid submitted in response
es GSA solicitation No. lOPR-ZSS-6227.

The subject solicitation requested bids for sunply require-
ments for various GSA supply depots for tntifouling paint, FSC 8010.
The supplies werf classified in 16 groups of items and awards were
to be made item-by-i;:em, on the basis of the Government's estimated
peak monthly requirements, the low bidder to be determined by multi-
plying the unit price submitted on each item by the estimated
quantity specified and adding the resulting extansions.

Item lla covered 300 gallons of antifouling paint, NSN-8010-
00-753-4945, for delivery to Norfolk, Virginia. Opening date
was July 20, 1977, ard six bids were received. The apparent
low bid of $192,400 for item 11 was submitted by Seaguard Corporation,
Portsmouth, Virginia (Seaguard).

The contracting officer states that subsequent to bid opening
she reviewed the bids and concluded that there existed a possibility
of a mistake in Farboil's bid. By letter of July 28, 1977, Parboil
was requested toyverify its price and, if there was a mistake,
to submit conclusive evidence establishing the validity of the error.
In its latter of August 1, 1977, Farboil stated that its unit price
for item lla should have been $15.14, rather than $75.70 as shown
on its bid. Parboil was again contacted and requested to furnish
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worksheets and any other evidence which would support the alleged
miL:tke. In its letter of August 9, 1977, Parboil enclosed a
ccpy of its page 13 of the solicitation, which shows handwritten
prices. The offeror explained that the error was the result of
extending the price on the worksheet to a five-gallon container
at $75.70, i.e., $15.14 x 5, instead of leaving it at $15.14
for the one-gallon container. Bids submitted by other bidders
ranged in price from $14.00 to $19.81. If Parboil is permitted
to correct its bid, taking into consideration prompt payment dis-
counts, Parboil will displace Seaguard as iow bidder.

Our Office has held on numerous occasions that in order for
a bidder to be allowed to correct an error after bids are opened
which would result in the displacement of a lower bid, the existence
of the mistake as well as the intended bid price must be ascertain-
able substantially from the invitation and. bid itself. 37 Comp.
Gen. 210 (1957); 49 Comp, Gen. 48 (1969). In thin regard, section
1-2.406-3(a)(2) of the Tederal Procurenrnt Regulations (1964 ed.
circ. 1) states, in pertinent part, as follows:

"* * * However, if such correction would result
in displacing one or more lower acceptable bids, the
determination shall not be made unless the existence
of the mistake and the bid actually intended are
ascertainable substantially from the invitation and
bid itself. * * *"

We are of the view that a comparison of Parboil's bid price
for item lha with the prices cf other bidders for this item, as
well as Parboil's bid prices for other one-gallon cans c: ithur
items, indicates that Fa.. oil's bid price for item lla was out qf
line and was sufficient to place the contracting officer on notice
of the probability of eriar. Thus, the evidence is clear anutcon-
vincing with respect to the fact that a mistake was made. Regard-
ing the question of whether the evidence was clear as to the bid
actually intended, a review of Farboil's bid prices Indicates that
wherever Parboil bid on both one and five-gallon cans, as on items 1
and 13, the cost per gallon for the five-gallon can was $0.30 per
gallon less than for the one-gallon can. Looking at item lla of
Parboil's bid, we note .that the unit price is $75.40, which we can
only conclues is an erroneous extension of the unit price to a
five-gallon unit, and we see that the difference between the unit
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price for item lib, the five-gallon unit, is 11.i:0 less, or $0.30
per gallon less than the erroneous extension on item 11a. Thus,
it is apparent from the face of the bid what Farboil i ended to
bid on item 1la.

Acco.dingly, correction of Farboil's bid price for item Ila
is allowed.

Deputy Comptroller enetal
of the United 3tates
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